2019 INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON LIFE CARE PLANNING
SPONSORSHIP LEVELS FOR 25TH ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION OCTOBER 30-31, 2019

PLATINUM SPONSOR - $3,000 (3 available)
- Two full LCP Symposium registrations
- Company logo on LCP Anniversary Celebration slide show & video
- Logo recognition on IARP Conference website
- Company profile on IARP Conference website (50-word description, contact name, email, phone number and address)
- Company logo on LCP Symposium Signage
- Logo Recognition in IARP Journal of Life Care Planners
- Sign indicating LCP Symposium sponsorship to display at booth (if exhibiting at IARP Conference)
- LCP Symposium tote bag brochure insert
- Opportunity to introduce LCP session:
  - 10-30: Symposium attendees
  - 10-31: Advance practice attendees
  - 10-31: Practical Implementation of LCP Principles: Translating Learning into Practice attendees

GOLD SPONSOR - $2,000
- One full LCP Symposium registration
- Company logo on LCP Anniversary Celebration slide show & video
- Logo recognition on IARP Conference website
- Company logo on LCP Symposium Signage
- Logo Recognition in IARP Journal of Life Care Planners
- Sign indicating LCP Symposium sponsorship to display at booth (if exhibiting at IARP Conference)
- LCP Symposium tote bag brochure insert

SILVER SPONSOR - $500
- Recognition on IARP Conference website
- Recognition on LCP Symposium signage
- Recognition in IARP Journal of Life Care Planners
- Sign indicating LCP Symposium sponsorship to display at booth (if exhibiting at IARP Conference)

SYMPOSIUM CONFERENCE TOTE BAG SPONSOR - $1,250 (one available)
- Company logo displayed on LCP Symposium tote bag (provided by company)
- One full LCP Symposium registration.
- Logo recognition on IARP Conference website
- Recognition on LCP Symposium signage
- Recognition in IARP Journal of Life Care Planners
- Sign indicating LCP Symposium sponsorship to display at booth (if exhibiting at IARP Conference)
- LCP Symposium tote bag brochure insert
## 2019 INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON LIFE CARE PLANNING

**SPONSORSHIP LEVELS FOR 25TH ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION OCTOBER 30-31, 2019**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sponsorship Level</th>
<th>Sponsorship Fee</th>
<th>Availability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LCP SYMPOSIUM LANYARD SPONSOR</td>
<td>$1,250</td>
<td>1 available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCP SYMPOSIUM NOTEPAD SPONSOR</td>
<td>$1,000</td>
<td>1 available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCP SYMPOSIUM PEN SPONSOR</td>
<td>$1,000</td>
<td>1 available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYMPOSIUM LUNCH SPONSOR</td>
<td>$1,000</td>
<td>2 available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYMPOSIUM BREAKFAST SPONSOR</td>
<td>$750</td>
<td>4 available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYMPOSIUM AM &amp; PM BREAK SPONSOR</td>
<td>$500</td>
<td>6 available</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**LCP SYMPOSIUM LANYARD SPONSOR - $1,250** (one available)
- Company logo displayed on LCP Symposium lanyard (provided by company)
- One full LCP Symposium registration.
- Logo recognition on IARP Conference website
- Recognition on LCP Symposium signage
- Recognition in IARP Journal of Life Care Planners
- Sign indicating LCP Symposium sponsorship to display at booth (if exhibiting at IARP Conference)
- LCP Symposium tote bag brochure insert

**LCP SYMPOSIUM NOTEPAD SPONSOR - $1,000** (one available)
- Company logo displayed on LCP Symposium notepad (provided by company)
- Recognition on IARP Conference website
- Recognition on LCP Symposium signage
- Recognition in IARP Journal of Life Care Planners
- Sign indicating LCP sponsorship to display at your booth (if also exhibiting at IARP Conference)

**LCP SYMPOSIUM PEN SPONSOR - $1,000** (one available)
- Company logo displayed on LCP Symposium Pen (provided by company)
- Recognition on IARP Conference website
- Company logo on LCP Symposium Signage
- Recognition in IARP Journal of Life Care Planners
- Sign indicating LCP sponsorship to display at your booth (if also exhibiting at IARP Conference)

**SYMPOSIUM LUNCH SPONSOR - $1000** (2 available)
- Sign indicating sponsorship of lunch at stations
- Recognition on LCP Symposium signage
- Recognition in IARP Journal of Life Care Planners
- Sign indicating LCP sponsorship to display at your booth (if also exhibiting at IARP Conference)

**SYMPOSIUM BREAKFAST SPONSOR - $750** (4 available)
- Sign indicating sponsorship at breakfast stations
- Recognition on LCP Symposium signage
- Recognition in IARP Journal of Life Care Planners
- Sign indicating LCP sponsorship to display at your booth (if also exhibiting at IARP Conference)

**SYMPOSIUM AM & PM BREAK SPONSOR - $500** (6 available)
- Sign indicating sponsorship of break at stations
- Recognition on LCP Symposium signage
- Recognition in IARP Journal of Life Care Planners
- Sign indicating LCP sponsorship to display at your booth (if also exhibiting at IARP Conference)
CONTACT INFORMATION
Name _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Company ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Address _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
City____________________________________State ____ Zip _________________________________________________________
Country: _________________________________Phone _____________________________________________________________________
Email _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

SPONSORSHIP
☐ Platinum Sponsor – $3,000
☐ Gold Sponsor – $2,000
☐ Silver Sponsor – $500
☐ Symposium Conference Tote Bag Sponsor – $1,250
☐ LCP Symposium Lanyard Sponsor – $1,250
☐ LCP Symposium Notepad Sponsor – $1,000
☐ LCP Symposium Pen Sponsor – $1,000
☐ Symposium Lunch Sponsor ☐ Thu. ☐ Fri. – $1,000
☐ Symposium Breakfast Sponsor – $750
☐ Symposium Break Sponsor ☐ AM ☐ PM – $500

GRAND TOTAL $_____________

PAYMENT INFORMATION
☐ Check (payable to IARP) ☐ Visa ☐ Mastercard ☐ AMEX ☐ Discover
If paying by credit card, all fields below are required. Per PCI compliance, please do not send credit card information via email to protect your information.
Card Number _____________________________________________________________________________
Name (as it appears on card) _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Phone ____________________________Exp. Date ____________________ Sec. Code _______________
Authorized Signature _____________________________________________________________________
Address (if different than above)_________________________________Country ______________________
City _______________________________________ State ________________Zip ____________________

SEND COMPLETED APPLICATION TO: IARP
1000 WESTGATE DR. SUITE 252
ST. PAUL, MN 55114

Cancellations are nonrefundable. Any questions can be emailed to jacobn@rehabpro.org.
It is understood this application will become a binding contract upon acceptance by IARP. Sponsorships are assigned on a first-come basis.